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Abstract
The CQA challenge is a 6 month competition that starts in October and ends in March. In this
competition, student teams from 54 universities across the world are competing to build a
long-short, market neutral equity portfolio that would generate the most risk-adjusted return in
the given time horizon while operating under a few specific portfolio constraints. Each team is
ranked against each other based on risk-adjusted return and sharpe ratio.
Our team consisted of 5 senior finance students at the University of Arizona. Together, we
developed our own unique market outlook and portfolio strategy in order to successfully invest
$1,000,000 in (hypothetical) capital. We used industry tilts towards financials, energy, and
consumer discretionary sectors and factor tilts towards momentum and value stocks as our main
drivers of return while minimizing market exposure by keeping our beta between -0.25 and
+0.25. The University of Arizona finished the competition in first place in overall portfolio
ranking with a return of 12.23% and in fifth place for sharpe ratio at 1.43.
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Competition Overview
The Chicago Quantitative Analysis (CQA) Challenge is a long/short equity portfolio
management competition that takes place from October to March among 54 schools across the
world. Through this competition, student teams were able to compete in a simulated, real life
hedge fund experience where they can apply skills from their finance curriculum to build stock
selection and portfolio management strategies.
Each team gets $1,000,000 of capital to invest in resulting in a total $2,000,000 long/short
portfolio. The long-short portfolio must remain market neutral with a beta between -0.25 and
+0.25 where a maximum of 5% of the portfolio can be in a single stock and held in cash. The
portfolio must also remain dollar neutral with a variance of -5% and +5% in net market value.
A long/short equity is an investment strategy that is commonly used in hedge funds to generate
returns for their clients. It involves taking a long position (buying) in securities that are expected
to increase in value while simultaneously taking short positions (selling) in securities that are
expected to decrease in value. Essentially, this strategy profits from stock appreciation in the
long positions and price declines in the short positions while minimizing market exposure.
Each member in our team had a specific role to help efficiently manage our portfolio:
Kham To: Trading
Hilla Hascalovici: Long and Short Selections
Edward Recchion: Factor Analysis
Charles Recchion: Portfolio Management
Spencer Bateman: Risk Management
Our team was mentored by Chris Campisano and Scott Cederburg throughout the entire
competition. Chris is a managing director at BlackRock and Scott is a professor at the Eller
College of Management. Their input and feedback have been a tremendous help to this learning
process.
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Team Strategies
Investment Philosophy/Hypothesis
For our team’s strategy, we developed our own unique macroeconomic outlook with regard to
sector performance to differentiate our portfolio while using academically proven factor
approaches as additional exposure support. A large part of our strategy was conducting a macro
sector analysis to identify different events that would create market opportunities and then
position our portfolio to take advantage of certain sector performances. These events include the
2016 Presidential Election, Keystone XL, Dakota Access Pipeline, possible financial/energy
deregulation, and uncertainty in trade agreements. The second part of our strategy involved
studying the relation between future stock performance and firm characteristics in order to apply
certain characteristics to our portfolio that would help support our sector bets.
Primary Driver of Returns: Industry Tilt
Long Analysis
One of the majors events coming up early on in the competition was the November election. We
wanted to position our portfolio appropriately in order to capture the market opportunities that
would arise from the election. We believed that due to the overwhelming support for Clinton, her
win would have already been priced into the market; therefore, the likelihood of a Republican
win would be a great undervalued opportunity to bet on. A Trump win would benefit the energy
and financial sectors while slowing down the consumer discretionary sector. Therefore, most of
our portfolio is focused on these 3 sectors.
For financials, we believed that with likely multiple interest rate hikes in the upcoming year and
republican-favored financial regulation, the financials sector would greatly benefit in the next
few months in this competition. Since a Clinton win is most likely expected by the market, there
is little downside risk in our financials bet given a Clinton victory relative to the unlimited upside
potential if Republicans win. Our portfolio consistently had about a 40% net long position in
Financials.
In the energy sector, republican views are in favor of energy deregulation which would help
decrease costs for many firms in the sector. The upcoming construction of the Keystone XL and
Dakota Access Pipeline would also pose many significant opportunities for several energy
companies that would give the sector a great boost. We maintained a 14% net long position in
Energy throughout the competition.
Short Analysis
We predict that the widespread hostility towards trade agreements and Donald Trump’s
perceived willingness to enact protectionist trade policies and tariffs may lead to higher export
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and import costs. These rise in costs would tremendously hurt consumer discretionary spending
and thus, harm the sector. To capture this exposure, our portfolio maintained a 35% net short
position in Financials.
Secondary Driver of Returns: Factor Tilts
Our secondary drivers of portfolio returns were our factor tilts towards value and momentum.
There has been studies conducted that provide evidence showing that value and momentum
factors produce abnormal returns.
1) Value stocks tend to trade at a lower price than its fundamentals (i.e. dividends, earnings,
and sales). Thus, to many investors, these stocks are considered undervalued. Over
intermediate horizons, value stocks have shown to historically perform better than its
high-priced growth stock counterparts.
2) Momentum investing is a strategy that aims to capitalize on the continuance of existing
trends in the market. Empirically, stocks that have performed well over the past few
months will continue the trend and outperform their peers over the next few months.
Rather than implementing value and momentum strategies by itself, we implemented both types
of strategies concurrently due to research examining the interaction of these strategies. There has
been studies done that provide evidence that momentum and value characteristics interact well
with each other such that both value and recent winner stocks substantially outperform growth
stocks that are also recent poor performers.
It is important to note that we kept in mind current market conditions when implementing these
value and momentum strategies. Recent research suggests that these style bets perform poorly in
highly volatile periods and recessions. Therefore, given that our economy is currently doing
fairly well in its recovery, these strategies may be expected to perform relatively well.
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Portfolio Construction
This section will describe how our team constructed our portfolio. Rather than individually
choosing stocks that we wanted to be in our portfolio, we used a more systematic strategy
because we did not feel like we had a sufficient amount time and experience for successful
individual stock analysis. As students competing with other students with similar experiences,
we believed we would have a better advantage in developing a unique market outlook that
involves both industry and factor tilts.
Security Selection Methodology
At the beginning of the challenge, we were given a list of stocks, called the Investment Universe,
that made up a majority of the Russell 1000. To construct our portfolio, we used Bloomberg to
screen the Investment Universe for stocks in the financial, energy, and consumer discretionary
sectors to implement our desired industry bets.
Within each of these industries, we then identified stocks with favorable value and momentum
characteristics. We reviewed each stock individually based on a price-to-book value measure and
relative-share-price momentum measure and added those two to get an overall ranking score of
attractiveness. In conjunction to our factor tilts, we supplemented our industry stocks with
additional long positions in past winner value stocks for financial and energy sectors, and short
positions in growth loser stocks in the consumer discretionary sector. This all together created an
equal weighted 40 long and 40 short portfolio while keeping in mind our industry tilt and beta
constraints.
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Performance Attribution
As of March 3, we completed the competition in first place in overall portfolio return with
12.23% and in fifth place for sharpe ratio at 1.43. The performance attribution of our portfolio
suggests a number of positive outcomes regarding our investment philosophy and risk exposure.
Throughout the competition, our portfolio remained within the required parameters of the
challenge such as remaining market neutral and dollar neutral. This means that no significant
return impact has been affected by market exposure. Only 0.15% market risk is included in our
portfolio as shown in the chart below.

Our industry tilts contributed greatly to our overall portfolio return at roughly 8.80% which is
also where we appropriately took on the most risk at 6.6%. Most of the active returns for the
sectors came specifically from consumer discretionary, financials, and energy (as shown in the
chart below). This makes sense because these 3 sectors have the largest positions in our
portfolio. This demonstrates that we correctly anticipated the value of the industry bets we made
at the beginning, while simultaneously avoiding indirect additional risk exposure.
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During this investment period to date, the overall contribution to our return from style exposures
has actually been negative but only by a negligible amount. However, we did receive a positive
contribution to our return from our value exposure at 1.95% which is one of our factor bets. Our
momentum exposure, the other factor bet, did not provide a positive impact to our portfolio,
instead contributing -0.75% to overall return. This negative contribution did not place any
significant drag on performance however. Our style exposures contributes a total of 3.6% risk,
significantly less than our industry bets.

Lastly, active firm specific risk contributed a negligible impact on our portfolio as well. This is
due to the diversification of our risk across roughly 83 firm position which helps mitigate the
idiosyncratic risk. Firm specific risk contributes 4.26% risk.
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Conclusion
Competition Reflection
All of these performance attribution factors together serves to show that our investment strategy
was both successfully planned and effectively executed in October, within the confines of the
market neutral portfolio parameters we were given.
It is important to note that throughout the entire competition, we kept the majority of our initial
positions the same as we believe it would be more beneficial to capture all market exposures that
we positioned our portfolio for in the short 5 month time horizon. The only times we rebalanced
our portfolio was when our beta reached above +0.25. Whenever that happened, in order to keep
our sector exposures the same, we replaced higher beta stocks with its lower beta counterparties
to decrease the portfolio beta.
In conclusion, our team’s investment strategy based on industry specific bets, including a long
position in financials and energy, and a short position in consumer discretionary, in addition to
style exposures to value and momentum have resulted in strong positive portfolio performance
over these past few months as shown in our first place portfolio ranking.
Team Reflection
The construction and continual monitoring of our portfolio throughout the competition period
was not as difficult as I imagined it to be. Our team consisted of 5 senior finance students with
various finance backgrounds that worked well together. The only challenge our team faced was
creating our portfolio strategy at the beginning of the competition. There were many different
directions we could take our portfolio in and we all had different perspectives of the market.
However, what brought all of together was that we all had the same mindset of creating a unique
portfolio strategy that would differentiate the University of Arizona from other schools. Thus,
we were able to successfully build our portfolio by communicating effectively our ideas to each
other while being open to not only our team’s opinion, but also our mentor’s opinions as well.
Scott and Chris’s ideas helped pushed us in the right direction. From there, we laid down our
frame work and carefully monitored our portfolio everyday throughout the competition.
Whenever we had to rebalance our portfolio, we always worked as a group to ensure
everybody’s opinions were taken into account.
The experience I have gained from doing this competition helped put into perspective how I can
apply the skills I learned from my finance courses into the real world. It was interesting to learn
and see how the market affected our portfolio in various ways, a learning opportunity that can
not be found in a traditional classroom.
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Link to 2017 CQA Video:
https://youtu.be/AaGuhnZ5-Ns
References:
Charts and graphs: Axioma Risk Reports provided by CQA
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